Umbrella Screw
Tighten or loosen this screw when attaching an umbrella.

Note: Never touch the Flash Tube.

Umbrella Hole
Allows for the placement of a reflective umbrella.

Flash Tube
Emits light when flash is engaged and synched with a camera.

Modeling Lamp
Emits light to show a preview of the final image.

Holding Fingers
Provide grip when attaching accessories to the flash unit.
Antennae
Releases holding fingers to mount accessories onto the flash unit.

Flash Power Slide
Controls flash power from full power to 1/32.

Power Button
Connect power cable or CyberSync Transmitter.

Power Plug-in

Stand Mount Tightening Screw
Tighten this screw to mount flash unit to stand.

Positioning Ratchet Arm
Changes the angle of the flash unit when loosened.
**SYNC**
Insert sync cable to fire flash with camera and CyberSync unit.

**SLAVE**
Indicates slave mode when illuminated.

**REMOTE**
Connect a remote to control flash functions without using back panels.

**Model Lamp Controls**

**ON**
Turns modeling lamp on.

**TRACK**
Modeling lamp dims and brightens as power increases and decreases.

**CYCLE**
Pressing this button activates modeling lamp to visually indicate the flash unit's recycle status. The modeling lamp brightens when the unit is ready.

**Flash Controls**

**OK**
Flash is fully recycled (at full power from last flash) and is ready to fire.

**DUMP**
Shows flash charged at higher power when illuminated. When flash reduces power to desired strength, light turns off.

**TEST**
Press to test flash.